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Bisexual Has Always Been
An Illicit Word
Kendra Dicker-Krase
Bisexual has always been an illicit word
Bi-sex-u-al
The sex part shouting
I’M A UNICORN
OPEN FOR THREESOMES
to the men and
DON’T TAKE HER SERIOUSLY
to the women
I married my college sweetheart
with new social circles my truth
began to feel like a dirty little secret
I would tell you it was irrelevant
If you asked
But you would have no reason to ask

I fell in love with all of my female friends,
secretly, until the crush would fade
into the comfort of friendship
like the warmth of a fuzzy blanket
draped across bodies on a couch
Sometimes I would think of more
than the two soft kisses
I had shared with women in the past
longing for the knowledge
of what it was like to be in relationship
knowing my chance for those experiences
had closed—a window against
the first cool breezes of fall
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Early Spring
Meg Smith
We lay side by side, on the dry grass beneath a
blossom tree. Our eyes are closed- our hands
entwined. The smell of our barbecue hangs
heavy around us, making my stomach rumble.
The low hum of a bee drones somewhere near
by and I feel my wife twitch beside me. She
hates them though for some reason, I find
them quite endearing. I open one eye lazilythe sun too bright for the other to stand.
In that moment, I realize, we have made it. Me
and her. We’ve defied the odds- weathered the
storm. We have ignored opinion; turned our
back on criticism.

There is no place for hate her- for homophobic
criticism. We are in love, woman and woman;
no shadow Will overcast our rainbow. We have
won.
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Dahlia

Lantana
Medium: Acrylic
on Canvas
Daniel Edward
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Someday
Medium: Digital Art
Maxwell Valle
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Sea Turtle

Let Love Shine Through
Medium: Acrylic
Lisa Sexton
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Octopus
Medium: Watercolor
on Paper
Daniel Edward 4

“See, Anglia! I told you they would be together. Gay nerds seem to drift
towards each other.” She smirked at Max.
Max retorted, breaking their embrace. “Thanks, Tiffany. James, this is
my sister Tiffany. Tiffany, this James.” Max looked at James in an
expecting manner.

Sad Peach BB

“Oh, yeah,” he stumbled. “This is my sister, Anglia, and her boyfriend,
Jack. Guys, this is Max. We were just getting to know each other.” This
caused Max’s sister to snort loudly and James turned a bright shade of
red. “Not like that.” He was now embarrassed.
Angelia smiled at her twin. “Come on, it's time to go.”
James felt his face fall. Damn, I was just starting to have a good time.
He turned to say goodbye, and found Max staring with his phone in his
hand. James was puzzled.
Seeing the look on James' face, Max snickered and said, “Give me your
phone number so we can make plans, dufus.”
James had been so embarrassed he had forgotten all about that.
Quickly grabbing the phone, he entered his number and handed it
back, grabbing another quick hug before following his sister out the
door. He practically skipped down the stairs and out to the car. As the
three piled into the car, James said, “Thanks for convincing me to go
tonight.”
Anglia and Jack looked back at him from the front seat.

Untitled

“Of course, man. We want you to be happy. It seems Max makes you
happy,” Jack replied.
James looked at him. “Wait, you knew?”
“Dude, I’ve been around you since we were in kindergarten. And
Anglia told me about you having a crush on me since we were in
middle school. So, of course, I’ve known. But you're like my brother, so
I don’t care.”

Medium: Digital Sketchbook
Dana Fleming
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James glared at his sister, who just rolled her eyes and said, “Don’t give
me that look. He’s been around both of us for a long time. We share
everything. Besides, that’s why Tiffany and I planned this party. We
were hoping you and Max would meet. The fact that you hit it off is just
icing on the cake.”
James sat back and smiled. He really did have the best family. “Thanks
again,” he said at a bit more humbly as the car began to roll home.
In his pocket, James' phone buzzed. Fishing it out, he saw he had
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a text from an unknown number. Tomorrow night 8 pm? -Max

James turned towards the bed, where Max was sitting. “So I take it
you're gay?”
Max shrugged. “Yeah. I kind of figured you were as well. You are
aren’t you?’

“Yeah,” James said. Man did it feel good to say that, he thought.
“You are the first person outside of my family to know that,
though.”
“Oh?“ Max raised an eyebrow. “Are you okay with telling me?”

Faerie Grrrl

“Yeah, it feels great. Like having a private bathroom.” Both boys
looked at each other and laughed.
“Well, at the risk of making a fool of myself, would you ever like to
see a movie or something?” Max looked as nervous as James felt.
They stared at each other for a few seconds, which to James, felt like
eons, but he couldn’t stop smiling. “I think that is a great idea.”

Max got up and crossed to James. They grasped hands, both smiling
like schoolboys on the last day of class. Then Max pushed closer,
sliding his arms up James' arms and then around his back. James
folded into the embrace. Holy shit, James thought. A hot gay guy is
hugging me. The butterflies with razor-sharp wings fluttered
around in his stomach. James could feel Max’s body, the muscle, and
the warmth. At that moment, he didn’t want to ever let go. Max
smelled like leather-bound books, and James loved the smell. They
pulled apart slightly and looked into each other’s eyes again, and
then Max began to lean in.

Faerie Grrrls

James realized he was about to be kissed for the first time and could
feel the blood flowing the wrong direction. Not now, not here, James
thought. As Max continued to press into James, he felt something
else pressing into his thigh. Max was excited as well, James realized.
But before he could worry about that too much, there was a small
cough at the door.
Both James and Max turned their heads to the door, not breaking
their embrace. Each had a look of surprise on their face. At the door
stood Anglia, Jack, and a girl he didn’t recognize. She was slightly
shorter and had pitch-black hair with a streak of red running down
the right side. She had a soft, round face and wide green eyes. James
looked between her and Max. He decided this must be the infamous
17 sister.
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What replaced it was a deep sense of nervousness. Okay, he told
himself, you are just walking into a guy’s room. Sure, Max is a cute

I will never
make myself
smaller to make
you Comfortable

guy and he has nerdy stuff, but lots of my friends do. Doesn’t mean
they are gay, just a guy. Albeit a nerdy cute guy, but still a guy. James
forced himself to breathe.
James stopped in the middle of the room, jaw agape. He spun slowly
around to take it all in. Amazement wasn’t a strong enough word to
describe how cool he thought this room was. Against the wall with a
large window was a standard bed, but the cover was a beautiful spiral
of blues, grays and black, speckled with white dots. James recognized
it as the Milky Way galaxy. The walls were covered with maps,
posters from fantasy novels, and shelves of movies. There were
movie posters and even half-naked guys, which shocked James. On
the wall behind him was a custom-built floor-to-ceiling bookshelf.
He even had a desk that looked like it could fold up into the shelves.
James gasped.
He would have loved to have something like this in his room. Hell, if
he was being honest he would have killed to have a room like this.
His parents let him just have a single bookcase and basic desk in his
room and both were overstuffed, to say the least.

Femininity
Doesn’t Mean
Weak
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Dana Fleming

James looked towards Max, who had moved over to the bed and sat
down. A look passed between the two boys. A look that asked if it was
okay for James to get a closer look at the bookshelf. Max seemed to
understand the unspoken look and nodded his head. “You can move
closer if you want.” James didn’t need to be told twice. He took the
first hesitant step and reached a trembling hand towards the shelves.
As he expected, there was Harry Potter, Lord of the Rings, and Hunger Games. Stephen King, Dan Brown and Tess Gerritsen. Moving
further down, he saw Brent Hartinger, Robin Reardon, and Steven
Dos Santos, among other young adult LGBTQ+ writers. In fact, it
looked like Max had many of the same ones James had on his own
shelf.
Okay, now James was sure Max was gay. I wonder if he is single? How
do I ask? James was stuck with indecision. Finally, his eyes settled on
the desk.

There, in a mason jar along with the pens, was a mini pride flag.
There was also a framed picture of Max kissing another young man
on the cheek. James wondered if that was Max’s boyfriend. He
decided not to ask.
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across the rest of the handsome face, with a strong jawline, soft lips,
and slight stubble. James' eyes shot to his feet.
“I am so sorry. I just came up to use the bathroom. Only because it was
an emergency. I know I shouldn’t be up here,” James puttered on.
“It’s okay. I'm just glad you aren’t one of the zombie jocks or ditzy
bimbos that my sister invited.” The young man struck out his hand.
“Hi, I'm Max Muller.”
James was awestruck. Why wasn’t he being told to leave the house
right now? He looked back up at Max. Max was smiling, the warmth
from his smile reaching all the way to his eyes.

James cleared his throat nervously. “Um, hi, I’m James. James Meede.”
“Well James Meade, how did you enjoy the private bathroom?”
James blushed. The flash of red along his cheeks made Max laugh.
“Dude, it's okay. I get it. You had an emergency. That's part of why I'm
up here.”

James looked up at Max’s face. “You don’t like partying? Even if it's at
your own house?”
“Nah, cheap beer and dumb guys trying to get laid. Not really my cup
of tea.”
“Yeah,” James agreed. “I only came because of my sister. She dragged
me here against my will.”
James didn’t want to admit the real reason was that Jack had asked
him, but only because James couldn’t tell if Max was gay, and saying
that could drive a new possible friend away. When James looked back
up, Max was staring. Oh crap, James thought. Did he ask me some-

thing and I didn’t answer? Or was he just watching me? Should I say
something? Worry creeped across his face. Max was still staring.
James smiled, hoping to break the tension. Max smiled back.
“Do you want to come in?” Max asked, as he stepped back and
motioned toward his room. The way he asked made James think
maybe this is what he had asked a moment ago when they had just
starred at one another.

Looking into the room, James was surprised to see maps of Middle
Earth, Hogwarts, and even Narnia. Max is a big of a nerd as I am,
James thought. James nodded and Max stepped back to let him enter.

Holy crap, James thought. I am walking into a cute guy’s room.
15 Gone was the cynicism from watching his classmates earlier.

Gay Boy by Unknown
When I was 8 years old, my older teenage cousin showed me The Rocky
Horror Picture Show. The first time I saw Frankfurter left its
impression on me. Being so young, I didn’t really understand sexuality,
though I do remember excitedly thinking, “Wow, men can dress like
that?”
It would be years before I felt anything like that again. Around 11 years
old, myself and a few male cousins decided to play dress-up with my
aunt's clothing. We announced that we had a surprise from their
bedroom and took turns exiting the playful dressing room slaying and
sashaying down the hallway runway to present ourselves to our
parents. Everyone laughed and began taking photos of us young males
in our makeshift drag. I was wearing a sparkly blue shoulderless dress
and felt absolutely amazing.

A few years passed and I had begun feeling strange. It was now the mid
'90’s. I started to notice mainstream pop culture recognizing queer
people in shows like The Real World and My So-Called Life. But as cool
as MTV would make being queer seem, I felt strange about it all because I hadn’t accepted that I was queer. It hit me one night when I saw
a short film about a young boy no older than 12 who had become
suicidal due to repressed homosexual feelings. I watched in fear
because I knew that was me. Despite the rise in popularity, being queer
was very scary for me.
I decided to try talking about it with people I knew. I’d begin halfheartedly explaining to friends or family only to get disgusted or confused looks and responses when they realized what I was trying to tell
them. I’d quickly backpedal, internalizing their embarrassment and
disgust because I was trying to tell them I was gay. This evolved into
internalized homophobia. It’s important to note I had always been
attracted to girls. In fact, being bisexual would prove harder over time
as I discovered the more repressed my homo feelings became, the more
unstable and desperate my feelings toward girls grew. I would
overcompensate by obsessing over girls.
I became sexually active at 16 with a girl from school. School was
terrible. I knew other gay kids who were out publicly that got harassed
and mistreated. I tried to be out. I wanted to be out, despite how
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despite how scared I was about being gay (and still am at times, though
it's 2020). I knew it was what I needed to do. I imagine it would have
happened sooner, but I had met another girl at school who invited me
to youth group, which led me to Jesus. (Quick note: while I do identify
as a spiritual person, my beliefs are extremely personal and that’s all
I’ll say about that.

light was on.
“Damn,” James cursed. Hopefully, someone had just left the door
closed and the light on. James said a silent prayer. He didn’t really
think that nor did he want to traipse upstairs to find another
bathroom. With a hesitant hand, James knocked on the door.

I was 22 when I felt “called” to move to Chicago. I joined a Christian
community where I would spend the next 5 years of my life believing
my gayness was some kind of broken nature, while my hetero feelings
were valid. I ended up choosing abstinence either way. (Which now as I
look back, was actually more internalized homophobia; it was kind of
poetic nuance.) I attended discipleship courses and joined mission trips
creating my Good Servant” self, while simultaneously lying and
pushing ever deeper my true self. My Gay Servant self. The damage
done would cause me to experience effects that haunt me to this day.

“Shit,” James thought. Maybe it would only be a minute or two. Surely,
he could wait. James leaned against the wall, thinking about the new
Brent Hartinger novel laying on his bed... He had planned to read that
tonight, before he had been dragged out of the house. Okay, maybe
'dragged' was a bit dramatic. Jack had flashed his charming smile, and
it didn't take much more convincing to get James to come.

“Occupied,” a clear voice rang out from behind the door.

James checked his watch. It had been a few minutes, and the need to
empty his bladder grew stronger. He wondered if he should knock or
try to find a less occupied space. Knocking seemed more respectable.
Raising his fist, he knocked for a second time.

One good thing to come from living a devout, abstinent lifestyle was
accountability. The men I knew and trusted led me to groups where I
found the help I needed to begin the healing of my broken sexuality
regarding women. I now identify as a sex positive, recovering
misogynist experiencing many healthy relationships with all people,
though at this time it was an accomplishment to simply not sexualize
women. It’s been 10 years since first attempting to change and retrain
my brain's view of women and it’s only gotten better. It’s still a
challenge, and I realize this may be controversial but as long as I’m
talking about it, I’m working on it.
I moved out of the community to find independence. What I would find
was me. It took a few years to shake off the churchy bullshit and trade
in abstinence for autonomy. I was in my early thirties when it
happened to me. I began feeling and believing I should be open and
accepting of who I am. A queer man. As positive and as beautiful as it
was to realize this, I was terrified. I wrestled with it for months, losing
sleep, losing my appetite. I had repressed it for so long it had become a
dark, shameful secret. When I could no longer take it, I called my mom.
I told her what I had been going through and how it started. I said to
her, “Mom, I’m bi.”
I’ll never forget her response when she said to me, “Oh that’s fine, I’ve
tried that.” I know being queer is not something you try. It’s who you
9 are. And though in most circumstances this would have been

“I said, give me a freaking minute,” the now angry voice male voice
rang out.
James knew he couldn’t hold it any longer. Screw it. He didn’t want to
be around when this guy was done. He bolted up the stairs. To his left
were two large doors. James figured that would be the master bedroom
-- best not to go in there. At the other end of the hall, a door stood open
and inviting. The reflection of a mirror told him he was on the right
path.
The relief that James felt was palpable. James began to move back
towards the stairs, but a soft glow of light from a door on the right
stopped him. The rest of the upstairs area was kept dark to deter
people from wandering throughout the house. He was sure there was
no light when he had come up the stairs. Well, at least ninety percent
sure.
Maybe he could just tiptoe past the door and down the stairs and no
one would know he had been up here. He began to move, carefully. As
he got right in front of the lit door, it swung open. James nearly
jumped out of his skin and gave a small yelp.
On the other side of the door stood a guy who looked a lot like James.
Tall and slender with a mop of brown hair. James looked up into a pair
of emerald green eyes and felt a tingle crawl up his spine. Those eyes
were beautiful; he had to quickly look away. His eyes came
14

Talk Nerdy to Me by Patrick
J. Murphy III
James Meede needed to piss. Honestly, he would rather be at home,
curled up in his room with a good fantasy novel, imagining he was in
another world. Instead, he was at this stupid party. As he looked at his
fellow classmates, he thought, “What a waste of a fine evening.” If it
hadn’t been for his twin sister, Anglia, dragging him out, James wouldn’t have been here. He hated alcohol. The loud music hurt his ears. And
at best, ninety-nine percent of his schoolmates were morons. James
pondered if he could hold it until he got home. He figured they would
be leaving soon. But as soon as the thought passed between his ears,
James knew it wouldn’t happen.

highly offensive, hearing it from my 54-year-old mother as I came out
to her was pretty great. My demeanor softened and I laughed a little as
I knew I was accepted.
I faced a lot of adversity after I posted about it to the online world later
that day. I lost a few friends, even. But the overall response was
positive. And ultimately, it didn’t matter because I learned to be open
and accepting of myself. And though that is no longer an issue for me, I
have chosen to remain anonymous in solidarity with those who have
not come out. It starts with being open and accepting of yourself.

He pushed into the throng of people that crowded the living room.
Bodies pushed back, ground against each other and him. Twerking
butts moved against James’ side. The stink of Axe and sweat permeated
his nose. It made him want to throw up. God, straight boys were so
dumb thinking that all of the offending spray would make them
attractive to the opposite sex. “How could you stand to be near all that
stuff?” James wondered. After what felt like an eternity, James finally
made it to the other side of the living room. He shook his head in disgust again.
The music changed to something even more bass-driven and in response, the crowd became more versed in movements. James even
heard a few grunts. Calculating how many girls would be pregnant by
the end of the night, he hoped Anglia had some kind of protection. At
the threshold to the kitchen, he paused and wondered if he should
check on her. She was here with Jack, her boyfriend of 4 years. But Jack
and Anglia were always safe.
Of all the possible boyfriends, Jack was actually a pretty good guy. He
always made sure Anglia was home on time. Their parents loved him.
If James was going to be honest with himself, he had a bit of a crush on
Jack. They had been friends since kindergarten. It was even James who
encouraged Jack to ask Anglia out after Jack revealed his feelings for
her at a sleepover. At the time, James was crushed, but he soon came to
realize that by dating his sister, Jack would still be in his life.
James’ thoughts about his sister and best friend had distracted
13 him enough to make it to the bathroom. The door was shut and
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Disclaimer: Happily Ever After’s
Are Subjective
Jaela
It was more than a once upon a time.
It was more than love. I didn’t
just care about her more than
all my favorite things combined. The passion for her was
more than my love for fields of wildflowers,
golden painted clouds, and even
peach tea on summer afternoons.
It was more than that.
It was more than in love. She didn’t
just paint my skies with colors I’d
never seen before.
She showed me how cranberry rose and burnt honey can
flow into lavender tangerine oceans. And even still,
it was more than that, too.
It was even more than true love. Our love wasn’t
just something that was
so natural that it had to have been
written in the stars. The instantaneous connection made my
heart feel like it had finally found its forever home.
But it was so much more than any of that.
There is no name for the love that we had
because there was never
anything like it and
I know there never will be.
It is completely molded to us like clay,
soft and light. It will
forever exceed words,
too extraordinary to express.
It was the type of concept so
uniquely beautiful, it felt unreal.
Please believe
its departure held the same unrealness.
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I wonder if you got a
new once upon a time. Maybe even a
new storybook, too. I think the
scariest thought of all is if I were
never even written into your story.
Maybe I was just a knight who
foolishly kissed your hand at a ball. Maybe
later that night you fell for a
beautiful, mysterious maiden with a
missing glass slipper.
Maybe I was only ever a toad in your garden.
Regardless,
I know you’ll get a happily ever after.
You’re going to have a
beautiful finale to your book with
big, scrawled print reading those
exact, lucky three words.
You’ll have met someone who
makes the storybook feel like
so much more than a storybook.
Someone who makes it feel like
so much more than a
once upon a time.
However, I don’t want you to be mistaken.
I may not be your happily ever after,
and it may not be conventional,
but I promise you were mine.
Even if I was nothing more than a
bird perched on your palace window,
you will always be my
lucky three words.
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